Thank you for choosing Mini Tec.
Mini Tec recommends a certified technician install this system. In addition to these instructions, professional knowledge of disassemble/reassembly procedures as well as post installation checks must be known. Attempts to install this system without this knowledge and expertise may jeopardize the integrity and/or operating safety of the vehicle.

Please read instructions before beginning installation. Check the kit hardware against the parts list on the last page. Be sure you have all needed parts and know where they go. Also please review tools needed list and make sure you have needed tools.

**Product Use Information**
Mini Tec will not be responsible for any product that is altered.
If question exist we will be happy to answer any questions concerning the design, function, and correct use of our products.

Kit Contents

- Conversion Panel
- 2 x Steering Rack Mounts
- Steering Rack Cover Plate and 2 Flush Mount Bolts
- Measuring Tool
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